CONSORTIUM NATIONAL DE FORMATION EN SANTÉ
Volet Université d’Ottawa
La présente initiative a été rendue possible grâce à la contribution financière de Santé Canada.
Conferences will be held in French only

The **PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE PROGRAM (PEP)** led by the CNFS – Volet Université d’Ottawa provides French-language continuing education in various health fields and aims to:

- improve daily practices of professionals in Francophone minority communities
- foster exchanges among health professionals

**Registration free of charge:** cnfs.ca under the tab Professionnels - Conférences.

**NOTE**
Conferences are held from 12:00 noon to 1 p.m. (Eastern Time). Please make sure to adjust according to your time zone.

The Consortium national de formation en santé (CNFS) is a pan-Canadian group of sixteen universities and colleges that offer French-language education in various health disciplines. The University of Ottawa is one of sixteen university and college partners that constitute the CNFS.

Define the demographics of newcomers to Canada
- Describe the challenges they have to face in relation to their health
- Determine the basic investigations that need to be carried out according to newcomers’ places of origin
- Specify health problems that this population may be at risk of developing as a result of their new lifestyle in Canada

Identify the role of women caregivers in home care support for people in rural areas
- Specify the scope of the notion of taking care
- Explain the precariousness that women caregivers experience

Identify perceptual problems that older individuals may have
- Draw a distinction between perceptual difficulties and those that are memory-related
- Describe syndromes linked to the abnormal aging of the visual system

Describe the concept of cultural diversity by differentiating the notions of culture/cultures
- Apply inclusive welcoming and communication strategies
- Use tools for recognizing emotions based on empathy